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West’s designs set a new standard for 
resale values and have arguably made the 
biggest impact on sneaker culture in the 
last decade 

—Business of Fashion

https://www.businessoffashion.com/community/people/kanye-west
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Otis recently acquired a collection of Nike and Adidas 

Yeezy sneakers. This document aims to share the story 

of the sneakers and a background on Kanye West. 
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Everyone has their thing. Maybe yours is sneakers, or 

maybe it's contemporary art. Whatever it is, you get it 

— the value assigned to a certain item, its cultural 

significance, why it matters. But more often than not, 

ownership of grails is out of the picture, whether 

because fewer than 100 were made, or because that 

six-figure price tag just doesn't work with your 

budget. 

At Otis, we turn aficionados into shareholders. We 

believe in transparency, liquidity, and trusting your 

own gut. We're democratizing an otherwise closed 

market and making these alternative assets 

accessible. Own shares in the things that you value, 

and whose value you understand and build a 

portfolio better suited to a museum than a stock 

ticker. 

What Is Otis 
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The material in this presentation has been prepared by Otis Wealth, Inc. 

(Otis) and is general background information about Otis’s activities current 

as at the date of this presentation. This information is given in summary 

form and does not purport to be complete. Information in this presentation, 

including forecast financial information, should not be considered as 

advice or a recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation 

to holding, purchasing or selling securities or other financial products or 

instruments and does not take into account your particular investment 

objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information 

you should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard 

to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should 

seek independent financial advice. All securities and financial product or 

instrument transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the 

risk of adverse or unanticipated market, financial or political developments 

and, in international transactions, currency risk. 

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Investments in 

alternatives, such as the investments offered on the Otis platform, are 

illiquid and carry the risk of complete loss of capital. Key risks include, 

but are not limited to, no operating history, limited diversification, risk of 

damage or theft and no voting rights. Investors should carefully review 

the risks located in the offering circular for a more comprehensive 

discussion of risk.  

Securities offered through North Capital Private Securities Corporation, 

member FINRA/SIPC.  

Otis is sponsoring a public offering pursuant to Regulation A under the 

Securities Act of 1933, as amended. The offering circular can be found 

here. 

Disclaimers



Highlights 

1. Below Fair Market Value: Our offering value for our 

Yeezy Collection I is ~6% below the current FMV of $22.5k. 

Despite the shoes being released between 5-8 years ago, 

the Yeezy Collection I bundle has continued to show 

historical appreciation. Between 2015-2020, the Yeezy 

Collection 1 bundle appreciated ~24.7% (see page 24-26.) 

2. Grail Status: While all of Kanye’s shoes demand respect 

in the sneaker community, the shoes in this bundle are 

revered as his best. The Nike Air Yeezy II is often 

considered Kanye’s best-ever shoe by collectors. Shortly 

after joining Adidas, Kanye’s Yeezy 350 Boost “Turtledove” 

was named Footwear News’ Shoe of the Year. 

3.Cultural Influence of Kanye West: Kanye West perhaps 

the best known name in sneaker culture next to Michael 

Jordan. West has existed at the center of pop culture for 

over a decade, with a resume that includes 21-time Grammy 

Awards as a rapper, producer, songwriter, and now, 

respected fashion designer. Kanye made waves in the 

fashion world with his sneakers, originally beginning with 

Nike and eventually moving to Adidas. In 2017, with the help 

of Kanye’s influence, Adidas officially surpassed Jordan 

Brand to become the second-largest player in the sneaker 

market, behind Nike.  

https://www.complex.com/sneakers/kanye-west-sneakers-ranked/nike-air-yeezy-ii-2
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/you-guys-kanye-west-won-a-fashion-award-154157897.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/2019/07/09/kanyes-second-coming-inside-the-billion-dollar-yeezy-empire/#680d86c55ec3
https://solecollector.com/news/2017/09/adidas-overtakes-jordan-number-2-sneaker-brand-america


Highlights (continued) 
4. Scarcity and Condition: Kanye’s Nike shoes are 

particularly scarce, with only 5,000 of the Solar and 

Platinum colorways released. The Red Octobers were 

limited to 400. As the inaugural two colorways, the Adidas 

Yeezy’s saw 9,000 pairs released, the lowest production 

numbers from Wests’ continued Adidas collaboration. 

Scarcity is compounded for all shoes in the drop by our 

criteria on condition and box and accessories. All of the 

shoes included in the Yeezy Collection I are deadstock, 

with their original box and accessories.  

5. Strong Macro Trends Bolster Market: The shoes in 

Yeezy Collection I are bolstered by the rise of the 

collectible sneakers market. Cowen research predicts that 

sneakers will become their own alternative asset class. The 

collectible sneaker resale industry is currently an estimated 

$2 billion market in the U.S. and $6 billion globally, and it is 

expected to triple by 2025.  

https://www.nicekicks.com/the-red-october-nike-air-yeezy-2-released-five-years-ago-today/
https://sneakernews.com/2014/02/09/nike-air-yeezy-2-red-october-nikestore-release/
https://www.complex.com/sneakers/2015/02/kanye-confirms-limited-amounts-yeezy-boosts-everyone-will-get-pair
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/sneakers-are-now-an-emerging-alternative-asset-class-cowen-190308262.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/sneakers-are-now-an-emerging-alternative-asset-class-cowen-190308262.html


A Brief Background 
on Kanye West & 

Yeezy 
Photo: Nice Kicks 
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First and foremost a producer and rapper, 

Kanye’s rise to popularity began after his release 

of The College Dropout in 2004. A few years 

later, Kanye began to pursue his interest in 

fashion by interning at legendary Italian fashion 

house, Fendi. 

Kanye’s involvement with sneakers began in the 

mid 2000’s, working with brands like Reebok, 

Bape and Louis Vuitton before eventually 

partnering with Nike in 2007 on his signature Air 

Yeezy I sneaker. 

Photo: Jamel Toppin, Forbes

Kanye West

https://www.udiscovermusic.com/stories/the-college-dropout-kanye-west-album/
https://www.gq.com/gallery/the-unabridged-history-of-kanye-west-as-fashion-designerand-the-11-year-road-to-todays-adidas-show
https://www.highsnobiety.com/2015/02/11/kanye-west-sneakers-design/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/2019/07/09/kanyes-second-coming-inside-the-billion-dollar-yeezy-empire/#4a0592cd5ec3
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According to an interview with Forbes magazine, Kanye’s 

design obsession dates back as far as his passion for music. 

The Atlanta-born, Chicago-raised rapper often got in trouble 

for sketching sneakers in class. In 2007, his fame gave him a 

chance to enter the world of sneakers when he created the 

now-coveted “Kanye West College Dropout” Bapestas.  

After receiving words of encouragement from fashion-

industry icons like Hedi Slimane, Kanye developed the 

confidence to share some of his sneaker designs with Nike 

CEO Mark Parker when he found himself on the same plane. 

His conversation with Parker resulted in the birth of Yeezy, 

which is a shortening of the “Kanyeezy” nickname Jay-Z 

gave West in the intro to a 2003 song. 

Photo: KanyeToThe

The Birth of “Yeezy”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/2019/07/09/kanyes-second-coming-inside-the-billion-dollar-yeezy-empire/#6ff2b67f5ec3
https://www.gq.com/story/kanye-west-bape-sneakers-collaboration
https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/2019/07/09/kanyes-second-coming-inside-the-billion-dollar-yeezy-empire/#6ff2b67f5ec3
https://www.nicekicks.com/the-history-of-the-yeezy-nickname/
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Sales at Nike flourished, particularly in 2012 after the 

release of the Air Yeezy II. Despite the commercial 

success, West was unhappy with his relationship with 

the sneaker behemoth. “It was the first shoe to have 

the same level of impact as an Air Jordan, and I 

wanted to do more,” West says. “And at that time Nike 

refused to give celebrities royalties on their shoes.” 

In a 2018 interview, Kanye also attributed part of his 

dissatisfaction to his inability to get on the phone with 

Nike CEO Mark Parker. As a result of his frustration, 

Kanye began to look for other brands to partner with.  

Photo: Sneaker Freaker

The Nike Yeezy

https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/2019/07/09/kanyes-second-coming-inside-the-billion-dollar-yeezy-empire/#4a0592cd5ec3
https://www.sneakerfreaker.com/articles/kanye-reflects-on-his-time-with-nike-apologises-to-mark-parker/
https://www.sneakerfreaker.com/articles/kanye-reflects-on-his-time-with-nike-apologises-to-mark-parker/
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After leaving Nike, Kanye was determined to both 

maintain ownership of his brand and partner with a 

major distributor under better terms. When 

executives at Adidas invited him to Germany, West 

saw the perfect opportunity and signed with the 

brand in 2013.  

The new union saw West debuting his clothing and 

sneakers side-by-side in his first “Yeezy Season” in 

2015. West utilized Adidas’ Boost technology to 

transform trainers into high fashion and make 

comfort “cool.” 

Photo: Jonathan Leibson, Getty Images

The Adidas Yeezy

https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/kanye-west-adidas-history/
https://www.highsnobiety.com/p/kanye-west-adidas-history/


Sneaker  
Profiles 

Photo: Sole Supplier UK
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The “Pure Platinum” Nike Air Yeezy II was 

released in 2012 as a West Coast retail release.  

Due to the incredible demand for the shoe, the 

“Pure Platinu,” pair is credited as a shoe that 

helped start “sneaker raffles” as a system for 

selling limited-quantity shoes. 

Nike Air Yeezy II “Pure 
Platinum”

Photo: StockX

https://www.complex.com/sneakers/2017/06/nike-air-yeezy-2-five-year-anniversary
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BRAND Nike

NAME
Nike Air Yeezy II “Pure 

Platinum”

SIZE 10.5

COLORWAY Wolf Grey/Pure Platinum

CONDITION
Deadstock with Original 

Box & Accessories

DESIGNERS
Kanye West and Nathan 

VanHook

RELEASE DATE June 9th, 2012

PURCHASED FROM Private Collector

PURCHASE PRICE $4,425

Pure Platinum Specifications
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The Nike Air Yeezy II “Solar Red” was the East 

Coast retail release and the predominant face of 

the Air Yeezy II silhouettes, prior to the 

announcement of the “Red October” colorway. 

Kanye was seen wearing the shoes for months 

leading up to the 2012 release date.  

Nike Air Yeezy II “Solar 
Red”

Photo: StockX
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BRAND Nike

NAME
Nike Air Yeezy II “Solar 

Red”

SIZE 10.5

COLORWAY Black/Black - Solar Red

CONDITION
Deadstock with Original 

Box & Accessories

DESIGNER
Kanye West and Nathan 

VanHook

RELEASE DATE June 9th, 2012

PURCHASED FROM Project Blitz

PURCHASE PRICE $5,000

Solar Red Specifications
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These are the most sought-after colorway of the 

Air Yeezy II. Pictures and rumors began 

circulating in 2013 about the all-red colorway, a 

little over a year after the release of the initial two 

colorways. A year later in 2014, after many had 

assumed the shoe would no longer release due to 

internal conflict, the Red Octobers gained even 

more notoriety after Nike dropped them as a 

surprise release via a link on Twitter. 

Photo: StockX

Nike Air Yeezy II “Red 
October”

https://www.nicekicks.com/the-red-october-nike-air-yeezy-2-released-five-years-ago-today/
https://www.nicekicks.com/the-red-october-nike-air-yeezy-2-released-five-years-ago-today/
https://www.nicekicks.com/the-red-october-nike-air-yeezy-2-released-five-years-ago-today/
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BRAND Nike

NAME
Nike Air Yeezy II “Red 

October”

SIZE 11

COLORWAY Red

CONDITION
Deadstock with Original 

Box and accessories

DESIGNER
Kanye West and Nathan 

VanHook

RELEASE DATE February 9th, 2014

PURCHASED FROM GOAT

PURCHASE PRICE $7,015

Red October Specifications
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The Adidas Yeezy Boost 750 OG (Original) was 

the first shoe released under Kanye West’s new 

partnership with Adidas. The pair was released 

during New York Fashion Week in 2015, instantly 

selling out. 

Yeezy Boost 750 OG

Photo: StockX

https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/9/21/17888676/adidas-yeezys-kanye-west-easy-to-buy-sellout
https://www.vox.com/the-goods/2018/9/21/17888676/adidas-yeezys-kanye-west-easy-to-buy-sellout
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BRAND Nike

NAME Yeezy Boost 750 OG

SIZE 11

COLORWAY
Brown/Carbon White - 

Light Brown

CONDITION
Deadstock with Original 

Box and accessories

DESIGNER Kanye West

RELEASE DATE February 14th, 2015

PURCHASED FROM GOAT

PURCHASE PRICE $1,600

750 OG Specifications
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After months of anticipation of a low top sneaker, 

the Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 “Turtledove” became 

the second shoe released under the Adidas 

partnership in 2015. The Kanye-designed line 

contained Adidas’ patented “Boost” material, 

portraying the new technology as a lifestyle-

ready, yet fashion-forward solution.

Photo: StockX

Yeezy Boost 350 
“Turtledove”

https://www.grailed.com/drycleanonly/adidas-boost-history
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BRAND Nike

NAME
Yeezy Boost 350 

“Turtledove”

SIZE 10

COLORWAY Red October

CONDITION
Deadstock with Original 

Box and accessories

DESIGNER Kanye West

RELEASE DATE June 27th, 2015

PURCHASED FROM Stadium Goods

PURCHASE PRICE $1,499

Turtledove Specifications
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Provenance
Otis purchased the sneakers in this collection from 

well-known sneaker marketplaces like GOAT and 

Project Blitz, as well as via private collector. 

Condition
All pairs in the collection are considered deadstock, 

which means that they have never been worn and 

remain in their original condition from the time of sale. 

Each pair in the collection also comes with its original 

box and accessories. 
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Summary of Historical 
Sales Data

Source: Historical sales data sourced from StockX for sizes 9-12. 

Total 
Appreciation

Annualized

1 Year 27.8% 27.8%

2 Year 42.0% 19.2%

3 Year 21.4% 6.7%

All-time (5 Years) 24.7% 4.5%
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Annual Historical Sales Averages

Source: Historical sales data sourced from StockX for sizes 9-12.

SNEAKER 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Nike Air Yeezy "Red 
October"

$6,212 $5,771 $5,683 $5,165 $6,336 $8,074

% Growth -7% -2% -9% 23% 27%

Nike Air Yeezy 
"Platinum"

$3,970 $3,377 $3,380 $3,093 $3,696 $4,914

% Growth -15% 0% -9% 20% 33%

Nike Air Yeezy 
"Solar"

$4,970 $4,665 $4,405 $3,869 $4,462 $5,896

% Growth -6% -6% -12% 15% 32%

Adidas Yeezy 750 
"OG"

$2,716 $3,071 $2,639 $1,967 $1,659 $1,957

% Growth 13% -14% -25% -16% 18%

Adidas Yeezy 350 
"Turtle Dove"

n/a $2,085 $2,244 $1,592 $1,284 $1,437

% Growth 8% -29% -19% 12%

Total $17,869 $18,969 $18,352 $15,686 $17,437 $22,278

y/y growth 6% -3% -15% 11% 28%
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StockX Historical Sales 

Source: Historical Sales from StockX as of April 2020. Fair Market 

Value defined as average of the last five historical sales on StockX.

Sneaker Date Sold Price FMV

Nike Air Yeezy 
"Red October"

4/2/2020 $7,775

$8,378

3/26/2020 $8,702

3/22/2020 $9,500

3/11/2020 $7,665

3/8/2020 $8,250

Nike Air Yeezy 
"Platinum"

3/24/2020 $5,000

$4,771

3/8/2020 $4,451

2/28/2020 $5,399

2/2/2020 $4,807

12/28/2019 $4,200

Nike Air Yeezy 
"Solar"

4/7/2020 $4,602

$5,896

3/24/2020 $8,712

3/18/2020 $6,435

1/23/2020 $4,400

1/10/2020 $5,330

Adidas Yeezy 
750 "OG"

4/7/2020 $1,650

$2,097

4/6/2020 $2,429

3/23/2020 $2,650

3/16/2020 $2,200

3/16/2020 $1,555

Adidas Yeezy 
350 "Turtle 

Dove"

4/7/2020 $1,300

$1,310

4/6/2020 $1,300

3/30/2020 $1,300

3/20/2020 $1,375

3/19/2020 $1,275

Collection FMV $22,452
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Investment Risks

1. Supply Risk: An increase in supply could 

drive prices down. 

2. Volatility Risk: Prices are volatile given that 

there are a limited number of Yeezy (Nike and 

Adidas) sneakers in circulation.  

3. Market Risk: Current uncertainty in the 

market due to COVID-19 could drive greater 

price volatility.  

4. Business Risk: Past performance may not be 

indicative of future results. Investments in 

alternatives, such as the investments offered 

on the Otis platform, are illiquid and carry the 

risk of complete loss of capital. Key risks 

include, but are not limited to, no operating 

history, limited diversification, risk of damage 

or theft and no voting rights. Investors should 

carefully review the risks located in the 

offering circular for a more comprehensive 

discussion of risk. 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1767876/000144586620000244/otis_1apos.htm

